[Rate of development of immunologic memory and features of the secondary immune response in mice of high and low-reacting strains].
Immunological memory to sheep red blood cells developed in mice of strain CBA, DBA/2, and hybrids (CBAXXC57BL/6) F1 24 hours after the administration of a low dose of the antigen, and in C57BL/6 mice -- in 48 hours. The level of the secondary immune response in CBA, C57BL/6, and hybrid F1 mice was much greater than in the DBA/2 mice. The maximal production of the antibody-forming cells in the spleen of CBA mice occurred after twofold administration of low antigen doses. In contrast to this, repeated administration of a high antigen dose is required to obtain a marked immune response in adoptive transfer of spleen cells of the C57BL/6 strain.